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This story originally appeared in Fortune Magazine's Kim Kardashian, a reality star who recently enjoyed a lucrative surrender to the world of mobile games, is not yet finished in technology. Kardashian recently told Adweek that she hopes to be a bigger presence in the tech world in the future. She added: love come with different ideas for apps, and I have something else coming
out. Once you start and you have these creative bugs of ideas you want to pull out, I feel like I've matched the right team, and now I have a creative outlet to make that happen. I'm glad people get that. Her goal for the future: I just want to create more apps. Kardashian's mobile star Kim Kardashian: Hollywood grabbed $74 million last year, according to Adweek. Despite this
success, the company behind the title was on a financial roller coaster. Fortune reported in October that Glu Mobile posted $83.6 million in revenue, more than the previous $22.6 million, but below analysts' expectations, which sent share prices plummet. However, the company posted the better Q4 results expected, and in February the share holding was 23 per cent. Get heaping
discounts for the books you love delivered straight to your inbox. Every week we'll have a different book and share exclusive offers that you won't find anywhere else. Increase your business knowledge and achieve your full entrepreneurial potential with the exclusive benefits of Entrepreneur Insider. For just $5 a month, get access to premium content, webinars, no ad experience,
and more! In addition, enjoy a free 1-year subscription to Entrepreneur magazine. Discover a better way to hire freelancers. From business to marketing, sales, finance, design, technology and more, we have the freelancers you need to deal with your most important works and projects on demand. While Kim Kardashian appears to be forever famous, many don't know exactly what
Kim K. is doing to survive. A lot of fans catch her on Keeping Up With the Kardashians every week. But the 19-year-old reality star has far more in her life than she does in one of the most popular reality shows of all time. It all started with Kim Kardashian West's sex tape | Jared Siskin/amfAR/Getty Images The Kardashian family has already made headlines thanks to the family's
late patriarch. For? Robert Kardashian was the lawyer responsible for O.J. during the murder trial. Since the trial is as polarized as it was, it's no surprise that publicity has put the family in the spotlight. At the time, Kim Kardashian was just a teenager, 15 years old, to be exact. It was this exposure that inspired the now-top reality star to study law. While the Kardashian trial made a
house name, it wasn't a claim that fame was for Kim. Instead, a sex tape with ex-boyfriend Ray J would be the key to starting a career in Hollywood. This is despite the fact that Already rubbing shoulders with Paris Hilton in the public eye! V V recorded in 2003, suddenly changed its mind in February 2007. Coincidentally, this was the same year KUWTK debuted. Looking at
'Keeping Up With the Kardashians' People can argue all day about whether Kris Jenner intentionally leaked a photo of Kim/Ray J's sex. The show premiered just eight months after the leak. Enough time for the shock to get out of the way, but that K-name is still important in households around the world. Since its humble beginnings, the show has listed seventeen seasons
dedicated to fanbaso and several awards, including the People's Choice and Teen Choice Awards. He even won the MTV Movie + TV award just last year for best reality TV/franchise. Kardashian doesn't just deserve to be an actress on the show. There was much more going on (including other tv appearances). Kim Kardashian is an entrepreneur Kardashian fully understands
what overtaking means. In June this year, she launched such an expected line of dressers – Kimono. Unfortunately, the critics were not impressed, as they felt that the line did not respect Japanese culture. Kim agreed to change her name, but it's not a big deal. Her younger sister Kylie is the youngest ever billionaire thanks to the success of her cosmetics line, Kylie Cosmetics.
She wasn't the first Kardashian-Jenner to enter the breakthrough. Kim first launched her own beauty line Kardashian Beauty. It even has a mobile game under its belt, which paid $71.8 million in revenue in 2015 alone. She also earns as a model and influential with the face of an angel and body that Kim has worked hard to maintain, no surprise that she also deserves from her
appearance. Find her Instagram shows post dedicated to KKW, her beauty brand, family snaps, amazing selfies, and of course pro pictures from her modeling gigs. A few weeks ago, she landed on the cover of Vogue Japan. It's important to note that this is far from her first gracios cover of a well-established magazine. With so much buzzing surrounding her, Kim also deserves to
be influential. Her extensive tracks and established street chalk make her the perfect choice. Throughout her career, she has been an ambassador for trendy names such as Hype Energy and Sugar Bear Hair. This year, she even took home the CFDA Influencer Award. At the end of the day, the fashion-forward beauty mogul's mom is doing everything she can to expand her
empire. It uses fashion, cosmetics, mobile apps, modeling, influence, acting, law and more. However, despite a full working schedule, it always makes time for one job – parenting. Since Kardashian has been taking over the media since KUWTK debuted, it's easy to forget that she has four lovely children and a doting husband at home! This Kardashian sister is really a force to be
oved into. All right, all right. I surrender. After years of resistance, I decided it was time to keep Keeping Up With the Kardashians. I especially think I have to hold on to Kim. She decided to divorce her husband of 72 days, Kris Humphries. Their marriage made an estimated $17.9 million to $17.9 million. Entertainment television, fees for exclusive snub images, and some of the
given products and services. Here's a breakdown, politely to NY Times: $15 million for a four-hour, two-part wedding special on E! $2.5 million for exclusive photos with People magazine $300,000 for an exclusive engagement with People $100,000 for exclusive rights to the bride's shower with British OK! Mag $50,000 for a bachelorette party in Tao, Las Vegas All in All, which
works at $10, $358.80 an hour of their marriage. If you split that between them, it's still $5,179.40 an hour. That's pretty good compensation, isn't it? What about me long-term? Those who stuck with it through thick and thin, better or worse and stayed on the track until their marriage ship hit the proverbial iceberg? Don't we deserve this recognition? I think we do. Peter and I have
been married for over 19 years. I'm going to miss the weird months and days, and we're going to call it 19 more for accounting purposes. See? I can be reasonable about all this. If they pay me $5,179.40 an hour for every hour of the 1990 bill, that's $862,059,336. Believe me when I tell you, there's a lot of times you think about compensation because I'm married to Peter. I
definitely feel like a substitute for having to live through the pain of separation from him. I don't know Kim Kardashian. I don't even watch her show. Maybe her wedding was one big publicity, who knows? Or it hurts, just like anyone who goes through love and loss and everything that lies between it, can hurt. If she is, I wish her peace. She's going to need it because she's played all
this in the spotlight she's been so desperately looking for. I may not have made money from the marriage, but my compensation is able to close the door and keep my life behind if I want to. I think I'm the one who's gotten richer in the long run. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. For more
information on this piano.io-like content, you might find it on the 'Keeping Up With the Kardashians' star Kim Kardashian has made a house name with an open book, from the leak of her intimous tape with then-boyfriend Ray J to her unconstitutional interaction with fans on social media. With her on- and off-screen trash that looks so relatable, it's easy to forget that Kim isn't exactly
a girl next door - she's a girl in a reflective mansion way, way down the street. We rounded up her moments and something they told us. Your average relationship starts when flirting leads to courtship, usually meaning that both sides are at their best, trying to impress each other. Of course, Kim isn't exactly your average girlfriend, so Kanye West had to stand out from countless
other men who wanted to show her a good time. Of course, Kanye decided to throw most things out. In the early days of their relationship, Kanye brought his stylist Renelou Padora to Mic and looked delighted at the way that the fashion designer had instructed Kim to get rid of many items of designer clothing and accessories. What's dinner and a movie when you can force your
loved one to throw thousands of dollars in the trash? We all have those pet puddles and fears that we can't shake, whether we're afraid of public speaking or we're willing to jump out of our skin whenever we see a spider. Why is Kim Kardashian okay at night? Hustle. I hate it when women wear the wrong base color. This could be the worst thing on the planet when they get too
much make-up. You've heard it's right, folks – a little too dark or too bright a basis is literally the worst thing on the planet. Isn't swimming such a fun summer activity? Who doesn't like taking water on a hot day? Even reality stars like Kim can't miss the chance to make a bikini and splash around. Unfortunately, during her family trip to Boro Boro, Kim forgot to take off her diamond
earrings before she was in the water, making the ocean floor $75,000 richer. Kris Humphries seemed like the antithesis of all things Kardashian - a gentle giant from Minnesota who didn't seem to want to run over every red carpet in town like some Of Kimini's other beaus. After a brief courtship, they married in a lavish ceremony, which is said to have cost $10 million. Then, 72
days later, Kim decided that her married life wasn't for her and filed for divorce. 72 days! Some keep yogurt in the fridge longer than that. When Kim was pregnant with her first child, northwest west, she discovered that another man's apartment could take over a large circulation on your body. Instead of accepting that these things sometimes happen, Kim revealed to Elle UK that
God probably punished her for her oolo. God did it for a reason. He said, Kim, you think you're so hot, but look what I can do to you. That didn't stop her from trying her second time in motherhood, and she gave birth to a son Saint in December 2015. Of course, Kim's life can't be all the time dazzling and glamorous - she may be rich and famous, but she's still a man, as these
astonishing down-to-earth moments have been demonstrated: When she was pregnant with North, Kim revealed one thing that horrified her even more than people who wear bad foundations: stretch marks. After Kim admitted that this was her biggest fear of life, little sister Kendall Jenner immediately noticed one on Kim's side. Throwing on a few footwear can be real for those of
us who don't love every boom and lump on our bodies. But when they're covered in urine, it's a different story. Kim seems to have figured out a lot, but wearing Spanx without peeing on them isn't one of them, the fact is that she confessed to Love magazine in the UK. We are not entirely sure why this is such a problem for her, but she certainly finds it much more ground-based –
gross but down-to-earth. Whether you love her or hate her, there's no denying that it's hard to turn away from the spectacle that is Kim Kardashian. Kardashian.
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